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What can ERP offer 
to agribusiness? 

Looking at the solutions and  
benefits of ERP for agribusiness 
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INTROduCTION

Introduction
Agribusiness is on the precipice of huge change. 

Advanced technologies are enabling farms and 

businesses in unprecedented ways, with a goal 

of improving efficiency and increasing yield 

results. Some pundits refer to this shift as a move 
towards ‘Agriculture 3.0’ - suggesting incoming 

changes are likely to transform the very nature of 

agribusiness. Without a crystal ball, it is impossible 

to predict the pace of technological changes; but 

judging by the recent activity of huge companies 
such as Microsoft, a tech-revolution in agribusiness 

could come sooner than you think.

ERP, or Enterprise Resource Planning, provides agricultural businesses with a digital infrastructure. By 

collecting and collating farm data - from pack house information, through to consignments and inventory 

-  ERP is able to reduce costs associated with inefficiencies, improve profit margins, provide actionable 

business intelligence and help ensure business owners demonstrate traceability and compliance. 

How is agribusiness changing and why? 
Today’s farmers are increasingly turning to 

advanced technologies. Sensor connected 

farms and AI-driven software enable precision 
agriculture; helping farmers to improve yields 

significantly. Autonomous machinery and self-
driving vehicles are also being used more 

frequently, shifting industries approach to labour 

and productivity.

Advanced tools such as these are increasingly 

a necessity in agribusiness. Population and 

consumption growth is expected to push crop 

demand nearly 50% higher by 2050. And rising 

costs associated with land and resources are 

making for ever-tighter margins, meaning farmers 

are having to do more with less. If businesses are 

to keep pace with this changing dynamic, they’ll 

need to adapt, and fast. 

Many agricultural businesses still rely on outdated 

practices - utilising methods and tools that aren’t fit 

for the future of farming. Advanced technologies 

seek to connect every aspect of farm life - from 

the PH level of a farmers soil, precipitation levels, 

to the distances travelled by farm machinery - if 

a business still relies on outdated practices, void 

of transparency or centralised data systems, it will 

struggle to adapt to the latest tech. 

https://www.bain.com/insights/conquering-the-food-challenge-through-agriculture-3/
https://www.bain.com/insights/conquering-the-food-challenge-through-agriculture-3/
https://blog.linkfresh.com/why-has-microsoft-chosen-agribusiness-to-demonstrate-their-newest-innovations
https://blog.linkfresh.com/why-has-microsoft-chosen-agribusiness-to-demonstrate-their-newest-innovations
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/nsdi17/nsdi17-vasisht.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/nsdi17/nsdi17-vasisht.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/26/world-first-fruit-picking-robot-set-to-work-artificial-intelligence-farming
http://www.bigag.com/topics/equipment/autonomous-tractors-future-farming/
http://www.bigag.com/topics/equipment/autonomous-tractors-future-farming/
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THE ROLE OF ERP 

The role of ERP 
ERP systems record and collate operations 

digitally; collecting data from every corner of an 

agricultural business. data is collected from, for 

example, the pack-house, grading machines, 

stock, inventories and supply chains; it can then 

be used to streamline business operations for the 

sake of reducing waste, maximising profit and 

achieving compliance regulations. 

This helps agriculture businesses in various ways; 

for example, with real-time stock information 

businesses are better able to manage supply and 

demand, to maximise profits, and reduce waste. 

With ERP, Businesses can achieve comprehensive 

oversight over every facet of their business-

boosting efficiency and fostering growth.

What about supply chains? 
As supply chains continue to evolve, implementing 

an ERP solution is increasingly necessary. The risks 

and inefficiencies associated with supply chains are 

currently in question, and solutions such as ERP are 

becoming vital as a response. 

ERP enhances a businesses traceability practices, 

helping them to achieve increasingly stringent 

compliance regulations. It does this by collating 

supply chain information - such as materials origins 

& end destinations, consignments tracking, routing 

options and transport costs. With this information, it 

is then possible for managers to streamline supply 

lines as far as possible, closing any gaps, managing 

demand, and reducing costs.  

Further to this, with an ERP solution, businesses are 

able to record traceability data in an organised, 

and easily accessible way. This reduces the risks 

associated with opaque supply chains, and helps 

businesses to avoid costly product recalls.

Implementing an ERP system lays the ground-work 

for new initiatives, such as a Blockchain solution. 

Initiatives such as these will need to be compatible 

with a businesses practices - for those still utilising 

disparate, paper-based records, or a substandard 

ERP solution; compatibility may not be feasible.

“The risks and inefficiencies 
associated with supply 
chains are currently in 
question, and solutions 
such as ERP are becoming 
vital as a response.“

https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/KMAVML1D
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HOW ERP CAN BENEFIT yOuR AgRICuLTuRAL BuSINESSES  

How ERP can benefit your agricultural 
businesses  

Successful ERP implementations are transformative. A credible ERP solution, tailored specifically to the 

agricultural sector, is highly beneficial for any agricultural businesses. 

ERP solutions, such as LINKFRESH, aid operations by connecting up all facets of a company’s practices 

in a digital format. This gives managers and owners clear oversight and greater control over operations, 

allowing them to review items; such as finance, sales and purchasing, production and inventory, as 

well as transportation resources; it also empowers businesses with features such as lot profitability and 

consignment costing. 

In doing this, ERP helps business owners to reduce silos, respond to issues quickly, and to make the most 

out of resources. With every aspect of your business spoken for, and recorded digitally - owners are freed 

up to grow their business in line with the increasing demands of tomorrow. 

Implementation risks 
It’s all very well making an effort to ensure your 

business is well-prepared for incoming changes, 

but if an ERP solution isn’t tailored to your industry, 

you could face operational and compatibility 

problems further down the line. 

For this reason, it is vital that agricultural businesses 

implement a solution that is specifically designed 

with agribusiness in mind. 

Managing an ERP implementation involves a 

variety of stakeholders, who all need to take an 

active role in ensuring successful implementation. 

At LINKFRESH, we provide expert advice at every stage, so you can be sure your ERP solution works for 

you. 

Like many industries, Agribusiness is in a period of transition. Aforementioned issues; such as population 

growth and increasing costs are important; as are climate problems, which will likely lead to ever-

tightening regulations for agribusiness owners and a changing set of circumstances with regard to 

resource and land allocation. Implementing an ERP infrastructure helps businesses remain agile, and to be 

adaptable to a changing world. To find out more about how an ERP system could benefit your business; 

please get in touch with one of our experts.  

 

https://linkfresh.com/en/contact/
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Straightforward ERP solutions
Implementing an ERP solution can be a 

daunting task. upgrading your production, 

administrative and logistical practices will take 

dedication, time and resources. 

Taking a punt on an ERP system that isn’t 

built specifically for your industry can lead to 

operational problems down the line. 

By partnering with LINKFRESH - whose 

solution is built specifically for your industry 

and designed to be adaptable to future 

challenges - fresh produce businesses can be 

sure their investment is worthwhile.

To find out more about how LINKFRESH can 

help your business benefit from an effective 

ERP solution, get in touch with our experts.

Make an enquiry

Tel (UK): +44 (0)1223 873400

Tel (US): +1 805 804 5057

Email: info@linkfresh.com

Twitter: @LINKFRESH

Contact Linkfresh

https://linkfresh.com/en/contact/
https://linkfresh.com/en/contact/
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